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Church Building Terms

What Do Narthex and Nave Mean?
Our Church Building Terms Explained
A Virtual Class Prepared by Charles E.DICKSON,Ph.D.

Lord Jesus Christ,
may our church be a temple of your presence and a house of prayer.
Be always near us when we seek you in this place.
Draw us to you,
when we come alone
and when we come with others,
to find comfort and wisdom,
to be supported and strengthened,
to rejoice and give thanks.
May it be here,
Lord Christ,
that we are made one with you and with one another,
so that our lives are sustained and sanctified for your service.
Amen.

HISTORY OF CHURCH BUILDINGS
The Bible's authors never thought of the church as a building. To early
Christians the word “church” referred to the act of assembling together
rather than to the building itself.
As long as the Roman government did not did not recognize and protect
Christian places of worship, Christians of the first centuries met in Jewish
places of worship, in privately owned houses, at grave sites of saints and
loved ones, and even outdoors. In Rome, there are indications that early
Christians met in other public spaces such as warehouses or apartment
buildings.
The domus ecclesiae or house church was a large private house--not just the
home of an extended family, its slaves, and employees--but also the
household’s place of business. Such a house could accommodate
congregations of about 100-150 people.
3rd-century house church in Dura-Europos,
in what is now Syria

CHURCH BUILDINGS
In the second half of the 3rd century, Christians began to construct their first
halls for worship (aula ecclesiae). The builders imitated the Roman basilica, a
long rectangular secular public building used for judicial proceedings and for
business transactions with its wide central area, two side aisles separated by
columns, and windows near the ceiling. These buildings did not have the
pagan associations that Roman temples did (although Christians eventually
took them over) and were large enough to accommodate the growing
Christian population.
Most significant among the Christian additions to the basilica, and the
central focus for the liturgy, was the Altar upon which the Eucharist was
celebrated. Altars were located in front, that is within the Christian
equivalent of the Jewish Holy of Holies. Up until the Middle Ages, most Altars
were wooden table-like structures; they then transitioned into stone. In the
early 5th century, the Church formally required the installation of saints’ relics
(often bone fragments) in Altars.
The three main areas of the church came to be ascribed with symbolic
meaning: the narthex, or entry, was the world; the nave, or main hall, was
the Kingdom of God; and the sanctuary, or Altar area—like the Holy of
Holies—was heaven.

CHURCH BUILDINGS
Here is a representation of a medieval cathedral arranged on a cruciform plan,
showing terms still used in today’s church.

NARTHEX
The NARTHEX is the enclosed entry space, foyer, or anteroom between the
church door and the rear of the church nave. Traditionally the narthex was a
part of the church building but not part of the church proper. It was originally
an outside, covered porch-like structure or an inside area separated from the
nave (the body of the church) by a screen.
The term is from the Greek for a “small case for unguents, etc.” The word
comes from narthex (Medieval Latin from Classical Greek meaning “giant
fennel, scourge”) and was the place for penitents.
Catechumens (those preparing for the
sacrament of Baptism) would go there to
be
instructed
in
the
Christian
faith. Penitents stood in the narthex during
the service. It now serves as a place for the
gathering and formation of processions
and a place where those coming to
worship may gather to remove coats or
chat with each other and wait before
services begin.

NAVE
The NAVE is the place in the church building for the congregation between
the sanctuary and the narthex. It is the church’s central part, stretching from
the main entrance or rear wall, to the transepts, or in a church without
transepts, to the chancel. The nave is where the congregant seating is
located, distinct from the area reserved for the choir and clergy.
The term may be derived from the Latin navis, meaning “ship,” which was an
early symbol of the church with a possible connection to the “Ship of
St.Peter” or to Noah’s ark. The term may also have been suggested by the
keel shape of the vaulting of a church.
When a church contains side aisles, the strict definition of the term “nave” is
restricted to the area around the central aisle.

In a broader, more colloquial sense, the nave includes all areas available for
the lay worshipers, including the side aisles and transepts.

NAVE
GSP’s nave showing the center and side aisles
and looking toward the narthex and the liturgical west entrance.

BAPTISMAL FONT
The word FONT comes from the Latin fons, meaning “spring of water,” and
designates a receptacle for baptismal water.
Fonts in the early church were pools or sunken basins, often in the shape of a
cross, in which candidates were immersed in running water. Many fonts
remained large even after infant baptism became the norm, but they were
raised above ground for convenience.
When Christians began baptizing indoors, they designed fonts for full-body
immersion, usually of an adult. Later it became more common for children
and infants to be baptized, so fonts became smaller.
Eventually the typical font was the size of a wash basin, and even adult
candidates were baptized by pouring a little water on their heads.

BAPTISMAL FONT
Today the ever-present Baptismal font is a reminder for those who have been
baptized that they are members of the body of Christ. It is also an invitation
that the church is always ready to receive new members.
The font is often near the entrance at the rear of the church, as it is at GSP,
to remind people that Baptism is the entry into the Church.
The Baptismal font is often in
the shape of an octagon to
symbolize the eighth day (the
start of a new life). From early
on, the Church sometimes
stressed
the
symbolic
connection between Baptism
and Noah’s ark, where only
eight souls survived the Flood.
The number eight also refers
to the eighth day when Jesus
was circumcised. Like Baptism,
circumcision is an initiatory
rite.

BAPTISMAL FONT
The present Julian Chapel was formerly the baptistery, used when Baptism
was a private ceremony. In medieval Europe the baptistery was often a
separate building, such as the leaning tower in front of the Pisa cathedral.

BAPTISMAL FONT
Carr’s basic 1955 plan
showing the baptistry.

AISLE
In the middle of the nave and often to the sides are AISLES. They are utilized
for liturgical processions and easy access for congregants to partake of the
Eucharist.
Derived from the French for “wing,” an aisle was a “wing” of the nave
separated from the central nave of the church by a passageway.
People eventually applied the term to the passageways themselves, including
the central passageway of the nave or “center aisle.” Although the expression
“center aisle” is technically a contradiction of terms, it is common usage in
the church today.
The side areas were built to enlarge the seating capacity of the church. This
extension typically had a separate and lower roof.

PEW
A PEW is a long bench, generally made of wood, typically with a back, for
congregational seating in church.
The word comes from Old French puie, puy, meaning "balcony, elevated place
or seat, elevation, hill, or mound." The French comes from the Latin podia,
plural of podium, meaning "elevated place" that also gives us the word pulpit.
Seats were not provided for the congregation in the early church. Eventually a
kind of haphazard or even “bring-your-own” seating emerged for laity, a chair
here, a bench there, a mat on the floor. The first backless stone benches
began to appear in English churches in the 13th century, originally placed
against the walls of the nave, for the weak, ladies, and important men.
Over time, they were brought into the center of the room, first as moveable
furniture and later fixed to the floor. Pews are usually arranged in rows facing
the Altar in the nave.

PEW
The rise of the sermon as a central act of Christian worship, especially in
Protestantism, made the pew a standard item of church furniture.
Chairs are now used for seating in some churches because chairs allow
greater flexibility in the arrangement of liturgical space.
When you sit down, you will see a red Book of Common Prayer and a blue
Hymnal in the rack in front of you.

You will also notice either a row kneeler or individual cushion next to your
feet. Many Episcopalians kneel to pray during certain parts of the service.

STAINED-GLASS WINDOWS IN CHURCHES
Many Christian churches of the 4th and 5th centuries had windows filled with
ornate patterns of thinly-sliced alabaster set into wooden frames, giving a
stained-glass like effect. True STAINED-GLASS WINDOWS appeared as early
as the 7th century in churches and monasteries in Britain.
Stained glass as an art form reached its height in the Middle Ages when it
became a major pictorial form used to illustrate the narratives of the Bible to
a largely illiterate populace.

During the English Reformation large numbers of medieval and Renaissance
windows were smashed and replaced with plain glass, but a revival of the art
and craft of stained-glass window manufacture took place in early 19thcentury Britain.
The initial impetus to develop stained glass in the United States was the early
19th century early Gothic Revival among Episcopal congregations. They
needed decorative leaded windows to compliment the style of their
churches.

STAINED-GLASS WINDOWS IN CHURCHES
The Great Depression of the 1930s and the shortage of craftspeople and
supplies during World War II diminished the amount of building and new
stained glass in the United States, but there was a renewed demand for
stained glass when the war was over. Also contributing to this new demand
was an influx of books and magazines into the country showing contemporary
European churches.
This resulted in the stained-glass windows in Grace and St. Paul’s in Tucson.
St. Paul’s windows were installed in what had been Grace church after the
merger in 1991.

TRANSEPT or CROSSING
The aisles lead to the bar-shaped TRANSEPT or CROSSING area, the main
intersection of aisles at the front of the church building, between the pews
and the chancel.
If viewed from above, these aisles and the transept form a large cross.

Carr’s basic 1955
plan does not
show the aisles or
transept crossing.

CHANCEL
The CHANCEL is a term coming from the Latin cancelli, meaning “a grating”
or “lattice,” referring to the typical form of rood screens. The word cancel is
related because the action was often done with cross lines like a rood screen.
Rood screens were ornate partitions of more or less open tracery, often
surmounted by a rood (a cross or crucifix), to separate the nave, where the
people gathered, from the choir (sometimes called quire), where the monks
or the clergy would sit on long benches to sing the responses at Mass and
chant the Divine Office. Before modern changes in church practice, only
clergy and choir members were permitted in the chancel.
At the liturgical east of a traditional Christian church building, a chancel is
usually a few steps higher than the nave.

LECTERN
In churches with a historic floor plan, there are two stands or reading desks in
the front of the church, positioned off to the side in order to have the central
focus on the Altar and the Eucharist. They usually have a hanging whose color
changes with the church season. They are focal points for attention during the
Liturgy of the Word at the Eucharist.
Usually the one on the right (as viewed by the congregation) is called
the LECTERN, coming from the Latin lectus past participle of legere, meaning
“to read,” because the lectern primarily functions as a reading stand. In many
Episcopal churches the lectern will have a large Bible since Episcopal churches
traditionally do not have Bibles in pews.
The lectern is used by lay people to lead the congregation in prayer, to make
announcements, and to read the Old Testament and epistle lessons.
Accordingly, the right side of the church is called the epistle side.
The service for the Dedication and Consecration of a Church includes a form
for the dedication of a lectern, which begins, “Father, your eternal Word speaks
to us through the words of Holy Scripture. Here we read about your mighty acts and
purposes in history, and about those whom you chose as the agents of your will.”

LECTERN
Lecterns vary in design from plain stands to ornate
representations of an eagle, such as at GSP, or a
pelican with outstretched wings.

The symbolism of the eagle derived from the belief
that the bird was capable of staring into the sun
and that Christians similarly were able to gaze
unflinchingly at the revelation of the divine word.
Alternatively, the eagle was believed to be the bird
that flew highest in the sky and was therefore
closest to heaven, and symbolized the carrying of
the word of God to the four corners of the world.
The eagle as the symbol used to depict St.John to
indicate the height to which he rose in the first
chapter of his Gospel. The eagle came to represent
the inspiration of the Gospels.

PULPIT
The raised platform or podium, usually on the left, is called the PULPIT, from
the Latin pulpitum, meaning “a platform or staging.” It was originally used to
denote a theatrical stage. The traditional pulpit is raised well above the
surrounding floor for audibility and visibility. It is sometimes used by clergy to
read the Gospel lesson and to preach the sermon or homily. Accordingly, the
left side of the church is called the Gospel side.
At GSP, like many other
Episcopal churches in recent
years, the Holy Gospel is not
usually read from the pulpit
but in the midst of the
congregation
after
a
“Gospel procession.” This
emphasizes the Gospel as
the climax of the readings
and the primary way in
which Christ speaks to us.

PULPIT
In some Colonial church buildings and in many non-Episcopal churches, the
pulpit is in the center, to signify the importance of the sermon.
Carr’s basic
1955 plan
for the
pulpit.

The pulpit of NotreDame de Revel in
Revel, HauteGaronne, France.
Our rector, the Rev. Steve Kiplinger,
preaching from GSP’s pulpit

PULPIT and LECTERN
Deacon Chris Ledyard delivering a
sermon from the pulpit
on the Gospel side of GSP’s cancel.

The late Chris Cole reading a lesson
from the lectern on the epistle side
of GSP’s cancel.

ALTAR
The ALTAR, also known as “the Lord's Table,” “the Holy Table,” and “the Table,”
is where the offerings are presented and the elements of bread and wine are
consecrated in the Eucharist.
The term derived from Latin altare; probably akin to Latin adolēre, meaning to
burn up. It was probably influenced by the French autel derived from the
Latin altare, meaning “podium or stage,” and adolere, meaning “to adore,” in
this sense meaning “to worship, honor, and offer sacrifices.”
Early Christian Altars
were usually wooden
tables
in
private
homes. Later, people
celebrated the Holy
Eucharist on the tombs
of martyrs, which led
to the use of stone
Altars that are also
reminiscent of our
Jewish heritage.

ALTAR
During the Protestant Reformation some people felt that the traditional term
was theologically misleading and preferred to call it a Communion Table.
Anglicans finally decided that both terms were correct, because it is the Altar
from which we receive the sacrifice of Jesus Christ and because it is the table
on which we celebrate Communion.
The majority of Episcopal churches, including GSP, have the celebrant go
behind the Altar to perform the Eucharist service while facing the
congregation. Older churches and more traditionalist ones may have their
Altar flush with the back sanctuary wall with the celebrant having his back to
the congregation.
A long white, rectangular linen called the “Fair Linen” covers the top of the
Altar. The cloth that hangs over the front of the Altar is called the “Frontal.”
The “Suprafrontal” extends about 10 inches from the Altar top. Color and
decorations match the church season.

REREDOS
The REREDOS is typically a wooden screen, hanging, or panel behind or above
the Altar. The one at GSP was originally part of the Altar before it was moved
forward.
The word is derived from the 14th-century Anglo-Norman areredos, which in
turn is from arere, meaning “behind,” plus dos, meaning “back,” from the
Latin dorsum.
Although the one at GSP is a plain shelf holding a cross and candlesticks with
a stained-glass window, it may consist of stone, wood, jeweled metalwork, or
drapery and may contain biblical scenes, scenes from the lives of the martyrs,
statues of apostles and saints, panels inscribed with the Lord's Prayer and the
Ten Commandments, or other Christian symbols.
Carr’s basic 1955 plan for the east wall,
without a shelf at the reredos.

REREDOS
GSP’s reredos

SANCTUARY
The area around the Altar is called the SANCTUARY, a word derived from the
Latin sanctuarium, which is, like most words ending in -arium, a container for
keeping something in, in this case holy things or perhaps cherished people
(sanctae/sancti). It is considered holy because of the physical presence of God
in the Eucharist, both during the communion service and in the
tabernacle the rest of the time. Thus it is like the Temple’s Holy of Holies.
In
many
churches
the
architectural term chancel covers
the same area as the sanctuary,
and either term may be used.
Sanctuary may mean the area
around the Altar, or it may refer to
the entire chancel area, including
the choir and/or the space
reserved
for
the
clergy.
Increasingly it is used to refer to
the entire interior of the church
where worship takes place.

This chart of a
typical historic
church floor
plan shows the
sanctuary as
distinct from
the chancel.

CANDLES or LIGHTS
CANDLES have extensive ceremonial use in the Christian liturgical tradition.
Candles are often used as a sign of festivity and solemnity in Christian
worship. They have a long and varied tradition. Acts 20 records that there
were “many lights” (probably smoky lamps) at the service at Troas when Paul
and other Christians gathered to break bread.
Lighted candles can symbolize the light of Christ, or the light of the Gospel, or
simply to remind the congregation that the time and space for worship are
sacred. Candles provide illumination that enhances the beauty of the church,
and may provide additional light for worship.
Candles may be carried in procession by acolytes, and held as the Gospel is
said or sung, or even held by members of the congregation during a festive
service.
Candles may be placed on the Altar, beside the Altar, or on a reredos behind
the Altar.

CANDLES or LIGHTS
Before the invention of electric lights, lamps and candles were a matter of
necessity. Though no longer essential in an age of electric lighting, candles
still appear in nearly every Episcopal church. Although they were in normal
use in Christian worship by the 4th century, for many years it was not
customary to place candles on the Altar.
Altar candles are lit during Eucharistic service. They are not lit during Morning
Prayer or Evening Prayer unless those services include the Eucharist. The first
known mention of the use of such altar lights was a 12th-century report that
two candles flanked an altar cross in the papal chapel.
During the Reformation, Edward VI’s injunction in 1547 called for there to be
two lights on the Altar “for the signification that Christ is the very true light of the
world.”

Candles have been used in some English cathedrals and churches since the
17th century.

CANDLES or LIGHTS
Use OF ALTAR LIGHTS and other candles in worship is now customary but the
use of Eucharistic candles was disputed in the Church of England and in the
Episcopal Church during the 19th century.
During the years of the ritualist controversy in the Episcopal Church, the
General Conventions of 1868, 1871, and 1874 considered proposals to
prohibit the use of such candles. The resolutions were strongly resisted by
Episcopalians of the catholic tradition and strongly favored by those of the
evangelical tradition. The use of Eucharistic altar candles, however, was never
prohibited by General Convention.
The candles on the reredos are called OFFICE LIGHTS. They are lit whenever
an office is offered in the church and the person leading the service is called
“officiant”: morning and evening prayer, weddings or baptisms or funerals
without the Eucharist attached, etc.

CANDLES or LIGHTS
An acolyte using a taper to light the
Eucharistic candle on the epistle side
of the Altar.

Acolytes holding tapers in front of the office
candles on the epistle side
of the reredos.

VOTIVE LIGHTS
VOTIVE LIGHTS are short thick candles inserted into small glass cups that
worshipers may light as an act of devotion. Lighting votive candles is a
personal prayer practice that is an outward and visible sign of an inward
prayer. At GSP they are on a stand in the nave near the chancel.

CREDENCE TABLE
The CREDENCE TABLE (from the Latin credens, -entis, meaning
“believer,” is a small table or shelf usually placed near the wall on one
side of the Altar to hold the bread and wine prior to their consecration,
a bowl, perforated spoon, ewer and towel for the lavabo and the
ablutions, the wafers perhaps stored in a ciborium, etc. The wine and
water for the chalice will be in glass or metal cruets. Alms basins to hold
offerings when placed on the altar are sometimes kept on credence
tables. The table is usually covered with a small tablecloth.
Present liturgical practice encourages the Eucharistic elements being
brought to the Altar in a procession from the back of the church. This
innovation negates the primary purpose of having a credence table in
the chancel.

TABERNACLE
The TABERNACLE is a small cabinet (sometimes a vessel) designed to contain
the Reserved Sacrament (the consecrated elements). It may be found built
into the Altar, sitting on the Altar or behind it, or it may be built into another
part of the sanctuary.
In very low churches the tabernacle will not be found anywhere.
Following ancient custom, the BCP provides that the consecrated bread and
wine may be reserved for the communion of the sick or others who for
“weighty cause” could not be present at the celebration or for administration
of communion by a deacon to a congregation when a priest is unavailable.
The sacrament may also be reserved on Maundy Thursday for communion on
Good Friday.

SANCTUARY LAMP
The SANCTUARY LAMP is a lamp or candle continually burning near the
tabernacle to announce the presence of the Reserved Sacrament and as a
sign that Jesus is present.

Here the Rev. Steve Kelsey
extinguishes the
Sanctuary Lamp after the
Maundy Thursday service.
It will be lit again at the
Easter Vigil.

ORGANS IN CHURCHES
Early Christians considered all musical instruments to be of a secular
nature and so the only instrument they used was the human voice. No
pipe organs were used.
The first pipe organs appeared in churches somewhere between the
years 800 and 900, but a strong objection to the organ in church
services remained fairly general down to the 12th century, possibly
accounted for by the imperfection of tone in organs of that time.

Medieval organs produced the lowest-pitched and most powerful
musical sounds of the period, and so they could have impressed the
faithful with their power (found only in churches) and reflect the glory
of the ruler (who provided the means of obtaining such wonders).
By the 15th century organs were used in many monastic churches and
cathedrals in Europe. Those organs did not have stops and thus could
only make one sound.

ORGANS IN CHURCHES
The first ‘modern’ organ appeared somewhere between 1510 and 1520 in
the upper Rhineland and had stops and effects.
In England, many pipe organs were destroyed or removed from churches
during the English Reformation of the 16th century and the
Commonwealth period of the 17th century.
In 1959 David McDowell built the
original 35-rank organ for Grace
Episcopal Church. When St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church merged with Grace
in 1991, David McDowell merged the
two churches’ organs and added new
pipes and a new moveable console.
In 1996 Pipe Organ Artisans of
Arizona made further improvements.
It is now considered one of the best
in Tucson.

ORGANS IN CHURCHES
Organist David Wachter seated at GSP’s organ console
with its manuals, pedals, and stop controls

ALTAR RAILS
Most Episcopal churches have an ALTAR RAIL made of metal or wood with
kneeling cushions just in front of the Altar. Although standing had been the
normal posture for receiving communion, kneeling became customary by the
13th century and Anglicans still usually kneel to receive communion whenever
possible. The rails are used to assist those who receive the bread and wine of
the Eucharist while kneeling to get up and down and also to provide them
with a place to rest their elbows. They serve as both as a reminder of the
sacredness of the Eucharistic area and as a practical measure to limit access.
Chest-high rails around the Altar were used as early as the 5th century to
prevent the people from interfering with the ministers of the Eucharist.
Before sports arenas, English cathedrals were used as gathering places for
events such as animal fights. The rail helped to keep the critters and their
“fans” away from the sacred area.
Altar rails were commonly used in England during the reign of Queen
Elizabeth I, but Puritans disliked them. They often removed them from
churches when they moved the Altar into the body of the church.

ALTAR RAILS
William Laud (1573-1645), Archbishop of Canterbury, directed that Altars be
returned to the east wall of churches and fenced by altar rails for protection
against desecration. The altar rails were latticed. Bishop Wren of Norwich
noted that they were “so thick with pillars that doggs may not gett in.”
The English clergy continued to move among the people to administer the
sacraments until the 18th century, when the altar rail came to be used as the
communion rail and these rails became low, reflecting the assumption that
the people will kneel to receive communion.
Current liturgical usage emphasizes the shared participation of celebrant and
people in the Eucharist and thus tends to remove barriers between the Altar
and the congregation. Altar rails have been removed from some churches
particularly as standing to receive the sacrament is practiced with increasing
frequency. At GSP the current rector has removed the gates in the center of
these rails.

ALTAR RAILS
GSP’s Altar rail with blue kneeling cushions

EAST WALL
The wall behind the altar, as viewed from the nave, is called the EAST
WALL, regardless of the actual compass direction. GSP’s “east wall” is actually
on the north side. A person who enters the church is said to go from west to
east, symbolizing going from the evil of the present world to the glory of the
New Jerusalem to come.
Because of the ancient practice inherited from Judaism of facing Jerusalem
during prayers, church buildings in the past tended to face east. This
orientation also emphasized the eschatological expectation that in the end
times Christ will appear as the Rising Sun that will never set.

Looking northward
toward GSP’s
liturgical east wall

